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ABSTRACT 

 

Anees, Muhammad MSAE, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, November 2017. 

Development and characterization of piezoresistive nanocomposites for sensing 

applications. 

Carbon nanotube based hybrid nanocomposites are known to exhibit remarkable 

electrical and mechanical properties with many potentials in strain and damage sensing 

applications.  In this work, we fabricate hybrid nanocomposites with carbon nanotube 

(CNT) sheet and graphene nanoplatelets (GNP) as fillers with epoxy matrix. An 

improvement in both electrical conductivity and piezoresistivity is observed with the 

combination of CNTs and GNPs, indicating the formation of efficient hybrid conductive 

networks for strain and electrical transfer in the material. Different matrix materials have 

been compared to investigate the effect of matrix and to choose the one that yields 

increased strains, flexibility, and electromechanical response. The electromechanical 

behavior of the hybrid composites is investigated both under static and dynamic loading at 

various frequencies with induced levels of strains, and has shown positive response under 

all tested conditions. Digital image correlation has been used to investigate the strain 

variation within the specimen both during static and dynamic testing. As these sensors will 

be tested for damage sensing in space applications for inflatable habitat under 

Micrometeoroid and Orbital Debris (MMOD) impact, the sensitivity of the sensor with 3 

mm impact holes is evaluated using four point probe electrical resistivity measurements. 

An array of these sensors when sandwiched between soft good layers in a space habitat can 

act as a damage detection layer for inflatable structures. A computer program is developed 

to determine the event of impact, its severity and the location on the sensing layer for active 
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health monitoring. Outgassing testing has been performed to evaluate the Total Mass Loss 

(TML) of the nanocomposite in space environment. Our results indicate that these hybrid 

nanocomposites exhibit a distinct piezo resistive response which can be beneficial for 

potential strain, vibration, and damage sensing applications. 
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1. Introduction 

Composites is one of the widest growing structural materials especially in 

aerospace applications due to their light weight and high mechanical strength. Tailoring 

their properties by varying the amount and orientation of fibers by modification of matrix 

material to achieve desirable properties makes them versatile for a variety of applications. 

Due to their superior properties and significant cost saving over the life of the structure, 

advanced commercial and military aircrafts as well as spacecraft are using more than 50% 

of composite material in their structure.  

All aerospace structures are prone to damage and wear during their life, and are 

therefore inspected timely to ensure their integrity. This is either through nondestructive 

testing or installation of sensors to identify of change in properties of the structure which 

can be used for indication of damage. Structural health monitoring (SHM) is an emerging 

field which involves installation of inbuilt sensors on the structure and their continuous 

monitoring so that they can give information about structural health and remaining life. 

Development of advanced sensors that can be easily integrated into existing structure with 

minimal modification is an important and developing areas of research.  

Space structures and materials are prone to much higher challenges due to extreme 

environment such as high temperature variation, radiation and outgassing. Therefore, space 

grade materials have unique requirements to perform well under these environmental 

conditions. The outer structure exposed to space is also prone to damage caused by Micro 

Meteoroid and Orbital Debris (MMOD) and therefore should be able to withstand these 

impacts without affecting the inner structure. 

Carbon fiber reinforced composites are one of the most widely used composites 
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that have much high mechanical, thermal and fatigue strength. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 

are allotropes of carbon with cylindrical structure in nanometer scale dimensions. It is a 

novel material that possess extremely high mechanical strength in combination with 

electrical and thermal conductivity and stability. CNT based composites, also called 

nanocomposites, can show unique electromechanical behavior depending on the material 

design of the composite, which is unlikely with other filler materials. These properties can 

be used in the development of sensors and other smart materials that can exhibit 

multifunctional behavior in the structures.  

CNTs can be of two types, i.e. single wall carbon nanotube (SWNT) and multi-wall 

carbon nanotube (MWNT). SWNTs are single cylindrical layer of graphene, which is made 

up of a hexagonal lattice of carbon atoms in a honeycomb like structure. Several layers of 

graphene stacked together form graphene sheet. MWNTs consist of nested cylindrical 

tubes of graphene with increasing diameter. MWNTs can be interwoven by utilizing 

internal Van der Waals forces to develop a thin membrane of free standing CNTs called 

buckypaper. Figure 1.1 shows all these different forms of carbon nanostructure.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 1.1 Different forms of carbon nanostructure (a) Graphene structure (b) SWNT (c) 

MWNT (d) Graphaite sheet (e) Buckypaper (Aqel et al. 2012) 

This study is an attempt to develop CNT based nanocomposites, which consist of 

one or more than one form of CNT fillers, i.e. MWNTs and Graphene Nano platelets (GNP) 

fillers, with epoxy matrices. Due to the conductive CNT structure embedded in the matrix, 
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the electrical resistance of the nanocomposite varies with applied mechanical loading and 

this phenomena is called piezoresistivity. This phenomenon is exploited for sensing of 

structural behavior during mechanical loadings, such as strains and vibrations, and to 

develop these nanocomposites as sensors. Change in the resistance of these 

nanocomposites also occurs due to the change in conductive area caused by addition of 

holes. This phenomenon is used to develop these nanocomposites for sensing of damage 

caused by MMOD in space environment. Effect of matrix behavior on piezoresistivity and 

flexibility of the nanocomposite sensors have been investigated. These nanocomposites 

have been characterized as flexible strain sensors, vibration sensors, and damage sensors 

caused due to MMOD impacts. Additional applications also include embedded flexible 

damage sensors for cracks in composites and composite repair. 

1.1. Motivation 

CNT/epoxy and CNT+GNP/epoxy based hybrid composites have been proven to 

exhibit strain sensing capabilities (Jiukun Li and Namilae 2016). Their primary advantage 

is that they can be bonded on or integrated between the layers of the composite structures 

inducing minimal changes in the structure system. However, these nanocomposites cannot 

undergo large deformations and are brittle in nature. These characteristics limit their 

application for expandable/foldable structures such as inflatable structures for space 

habitat. Therefore, there is a room for improvement to extend these sensor performance for 

high strain and high flexible environments. Moreover, it is not known how these 

nanocomposites perform when the applied loading is cyclic in nature, i.e. vibrations and 

cyclic loadings. If the response of these nanocomposites is characterized for cyclic loading 

and is found out to be satisfactory, their sensing capabilities can be extended. These 
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nanocomposites are also explored for their potential usage in damage sensing in the 

inflatable structures against MMOD impacts as a part of work done for NASA’s SBIR 

grant for Phase I and II. Integration of sensors to develop integrated structural health 

monitoring would require a method for integration, sensing, and indication of damage. 

Space materials are prone to outgassing, therefore outgassing testing of these 

nanocomposites should also be conducted to study for suitability of these sensors in the 

space environment 

1.2. Problem Statement  

The objective of this study is develop CNT based piezoresistive hybrid 

nanocomposites and characterize their behavior for increased strain sensing, vibration 

sensing, and damage detection while keeping them flexible enough to be folded and 

packed. These efforts are to investigate their suitability as the sensing layers in space 

environments, especially as the skin layers of inflatable structures.  

1.3. Research Objectives 

In order to address these challenges, CNT/GNP/epoxy based nanocomposites shall 

be developed and following specific tasks shall be performed.  

1. Investigate the effect of different matrix materials on mechanical and piezoresistive 

response of the nanocomposite under tensile loading, and qualify them as strain 

sensors with increased strain capabilities through tensile testing.  

2. Investigate the effect of cyclic loading on the specimen and its suitability to sense 

vibrational deformations through vibration testing.  

3. Investigate the strain variation with the specimen under applied static or dynamic 
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loading to understand the material behavior through technique of digital image 

correlation. 

4. Investigate the effect of frequency and temperature on the material behavior to find 

out the suitable working range for vibration sensing through dynamic mechanical 

analysis. 

5. Investigate the response of the nanocomposites as damage sensors with holes 

caused by MMOD impact, through puncture hole testing. 

6. Develop a scheme for incorporation of nanocomposite inside walls of inflatable 

structure for real time health monitoring against MMOD impacts.  

7. Investigate the outgassing properties of the nanocomposite sensors for its potential 

usage in space environment.  
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2. Nanocomposite Development and Tensile Testing 

CNTs were first discovered in 1991 as MWNTs (Iijima, 1991) and their variants 

SWNT were discovered in 1993 (Iijima et. al. 1993) (Bethune et al., 1993) and since then they 

have been one of the most researched materials due to their extraordinary electrical, 

mechanical, and thermal properties. Their electrical conductivity is almost 1000 times to that 

of copper wire (Salvetat et al., 1999). The elastic modulus of CNTs is about 1.2TPa and their 

strength can go up to 200 GPa, which is almost 100 times strength of steel. Moreover, their 

density is quite low, i.e. about 1.4 g/cm3 which is almost 5-6 times less than steel (Bethune 

et al., 1993). They have double the thermal conductivity of diamond, and stable up to 750oC in 

air and up to 2000oC in vacuum (Berber, Kwon, & Tománek, 2000). Owing to these superior 

properties, they are widely used as fillers in the composites. In composites it is essential to 

effectively transfer the load from the matrix to the fillers whether it is electrical, mechanical 

or thermal load. Moreover, the effectiveness of CNTs in composites also depends on their 

orientation, adhesion and surface therefore it is important to consider these factors while 

studying CNT based composites.  

2.1. Literature review  

Besides their superior properties, CNTs also show piezoresistivity, i.e. change in 

their electrical conductivity upon mechanical deformation (Tombler et al., 2000). This 

unlocks their potential to be used in variety of strain sensing and actuation applications. 

The response can be linear and nonlinear depending on the matrix material. Several 

references can be found in the literature in this regard. CNTs are sandwiched between two 

layers of Parylene-C, with a polyimide layer as the sensing surface to develop flexible 

strain sensor (Huang et al. 2012). CNT/polyelectrolyte composite have been prepared to 
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develop  multifunctional material for measuring strain and corrosion (Loh et al. 2007). 

CNT nanocomposites with biodegradable polymers (Mittal 2011) and 

SWNT/polymethylmethacrylate composite have been developed for strain sensing (Kang 

et al. 2006), MWNTs/glass fiber epoxy composite, (Yuezhen Bin et al. 2003) (Thostenson 

and Chou 2006) CNT/polyvinylidifluorid (PVDF) (J. M. Park et al., 2013), CNT/poly(ionic 

liquid)s, (Gendron et al. 2015) composites have been prepared and shown to possess strain 

sensing capabilities.   

Both SWNT and MWNT buckypaper have also been used with liquid crystalline 

polymer (Parmax) matrices (Chang et al. 2013a), buckypaper/cyclic butylene terephthalate 

(pCBT), (Z. Li, et al. 2015) buckypaper/organic polymers, such as poly(vinyl alcohol), 

poly(vinyl pyrrolidone), and poly(styrene (Coleman et al. 2003) composites to develop 

strain sensing nanocomposite sensors. The elastic modulus of the buckypaper/epoxy based 

nanocomposites is reported to vary from 1.1 GPa to 33 GPa while the tensile strength vary 

from 13 MPa to 387 MPa. (Coleman et al. 2003) (Sreekumar et al. 2003) (Pham et al. 2008) 

(Chang et al. 2013a) This high variation in mechanical properties makes it evident that they 

are highly dependent on the matrix material as well as the types and amount of CNTs used.   

Similarly, the electrical performance of the nanocomposite is also highly dependent 

on various factors such as weight percentage (wt%) of CNTs in the matrix, filler size, 

matrix material, impurities, and percolation threshold. Percolation threshold is the 

minimum amount of CNTs required in the composite to form a continuous electrical 

network and it also varies due to above mentioned reason. The resistivity of the 

nanocomposites is found to be in the range of 1.9×10-5 to 39.2×10-5 Ωm (Wang 2005) 

(Chapartegui et al. 2012)  (Chapartegui et al. 2013). 
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CNTs have been reported to have excellent piezo-resistive response, which can be 

expressed by gauge factor. Gauge factor can be expressed as  

𝐺𝑎𝑢𝑔𝑒 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
∆𝑅

𝑅
×

1

휀
 

where ∆𝑅 is the change in resistance, 𝑅 is the initial resistance, and 휀 is the strain. Gauge 

factor of pure SWNTs vary from 400 to 2900 (C. Stampfer et al. 2006), which is extremely 

high as compared to gauge factor of typical strain gauge, i.e. 2. Such high gauge factor 

allows them to be an excellent material to develop them as strain sensor which can be done 

by incorporating them in a suitable matrix material. However, in composites, the gauge 

factor significantly drops to the range of 0.5 to 22.4 (Zhao et al. 2010) (Hu et al. 2010). 

The change in resistance with applied loading of CNT nanocomposites is a result of 

interactions between CNTs and the matrix instead of intrinsic property of individual CNTs 

(Hwang, J et al. 2011). This increases the role of matrix material and fabrication process. 

CNT+GNP/epoxy nanocomposites have shown an increase in piezoresistive 

response due to addition of second fillers which have potential for strain and damage 

sensing applications (Jiukun Li and Namilae 2016). In the next sections, development and 

testing of CNT+GNP/epoxy nanocomposites are explained and the improvements and 

comparison with the existing nanocomposites shall be highlighted.  

2.2. Nanocomposite fabrication  

Through several studies, CNTs in the form of buckypaper have shown great 

potential in fabrication of high performance nanocomposites. Due to its brittleness, 

buckypaper is usually infiltrated with epoxy to achieve the desirable strength and stiffness 

for strain sensing application (Jeffrey L. Bahr et al. 2001). In this study, neat epoxy resin, 
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modified with coarse graphene platelets (GNPs) are used with the CNT buckypaper to 

prepare the nanocomposites. Different epoxy resin matrices have been used to investigate 

the matrix with most desirable properties, these include.  

 West system # 105 epoxy with #206 hardener 

 Scotch weld 3M 2216 B/A gray epoxy 

 Scotch Weld 3M 2116 B/A Translucent epoxy 

The multiwall carbon nanotube sheet (buckypaper) consisting of 100% free 

standing nanotubes, with an area density of 21.7 g/m2 and surface electrical resistivity of 

1.5 Ω/m2 is obtained from Nano Tech Labs. The coarse GNPs used as second filler were 

obtained by finely chopping conductive graphene sheet obtained from Graphene 

Supermarket. The surface resistivity of the graphene sheet is 2.8x10-2 Ω/m2. The hybrid 

CNTs-GNPs nanocomposite specimen used for the mechanical testing are strips, 6.35 cm 

long and 1.27 cm wide cut from the buckypaper sheet with laser blade. Copper plates 

gauging 32, 1.27 cm long and 1.27 cm wide are attached at both ends of the strips to serve 

as electrodes using MG Silver epoxy, which has high adhesive and conductive properties.  

Several strips are infiltrated with evenly mixed with resin-coarse GNPs of 5 wt. %. 

Previous experimental results indicate that the piezoresistivity in hybrid composites is 

higher for this combination of graphite platelets and CNTs (Jiukun Li and Namilae 2016). 

The resin nanocomposite is then cured at specified temperature and pressure based on the 

epoxy resin. The fabrication procedure is similar for all types of epoxy composites except 

for their curing parameters due to different epoxies. The comparison of composition and 

curing conditions of different epoxy matrices are given in Table 2.1. After curing, two 

wires are soldered, one to each copper plate. Figure 2.1 shows the different types of epoxy 
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nanocomposites prepared.  

Table 2.1 Composition and curing conditions of different nanocomposites 

Epoxy Matrix Mix Ratio Temperature Pressure Duration 

West system # 105 

epoxy with #206 

hardener 

5:1 (Epoxy to 

hardener) 

Room 

temperature 

(25°C ) 

Vacuum pressure 12 hours 

Scotch weld 3M 2216 

B/A Translucent epoxy 

 

1:1 (Part B/A) 

(by weight) 

93°C (200°F) Contact pressure 60 minutes 

Scotch weld 3M 2216 

B/A Gray epoxy 

5:7 (Part B/A) 

(by weight) 

93°C (200°F) Contact pressure 30 minutes 

 

  

  

Figure 2.1 Different types of epoxy nanocomposittes (a) CNT+GNP/2216 Trans epoxy 

(b) CNT/2216 Gray epoxy (c) CNT+2216 Trans epoxy (d) CNT+GNP/2218 WS epoxy 

2.3. Surface Electron Microscopy 

To measure the exact thicknesses of the specimen, Surface Electron Microscopy 

(SEM) has been used. SEM images of different samples are taken and discussed below.  

 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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2.3.1. CNT/2216 Translucent epoxy composite 

Figure 2.2(a) shows the cross section area of only neat buckypaper cured with 3M 

Scotch Weld 2216 Translucent epoxy at 50x resolution. It is observed that the thickness of 

the specimen varies along the cross section, with wider cross section in the middle and 

thinner at the end. Possible reasons of this could be amount of epoxy infiltrated in the 

buckypaper and variation in the thickness of buckypaper itself. Figure 2.2(b) shows the 

thickness in the middle while Figure 2.2(c) shows the thickness variation near the edge at 

150x resolutions. The average thickness of 95 micrometer is used for calculation purposes.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.2. SEM Images of thickness of CNT/2216 Trans epoxy composite 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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2.3.2. CNT+GNP/2216 Translucent epoxy composite 

Figure 2.3(a) shows the cross section area of neat buckypaper and graphene platelets (GNP) 

cured with 3M 2216 translucent epoxy at 50x resolution. Again, variation of thickness is 

observed as before, however the specimen with GNPs have larger cross section thicknesses 

as compared to neat buckypaper due to added graphene platelets.  Figure 2.3(b) shows the 

thickness in the middle, while Figure 2.3(c) shows the thickness variation near the edge at 

150x resolutions. The average thickness of 145 micrometer is used for calculation 

purposes.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.3. SEM Images of thickness of CNT+GNP/2216 Trans epoxy composite 
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2.3.3. CNT+GNP/West systems epoxy composite 

Figure 2.4(a) shows the cross section area of neat buckypaper (CNT) and Graphene 

Nano-Platelets (GNP) cured with west systems 106 epoxy and 205 hardener at 50x 

resolution. Again, some variation in the thickness is observed. Figure 2.4(b) shows the 

thickness in the middle while Figure 2.4(c) shows the thickness variation near the edge at 

150x resolutions. The average thickness of 1.65 micrometer is used for calculation 

purposes. The thicknesses found are somewhat different from similar reported epoxy 

composite in the literature (Jiukun Li and Namilae 2016) due to possible reasons for 

changes in buckypaper thickness and variations in manufacturing process.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.4. SEM Images of thickness of CNT+GNP/West systems epoxy composite 
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2.4. Tensile Testing 

In order to investigate the mechanical and piezoelectric properties, tensile testing 

has been performed following IEEE and ASTM standard test methods (ASTM 2011) 

(ASTM 2012) (IEEE 2009). A four point probe testing method is used to measure the 

resistance of the hybrid CNTs-GNPs nanocomposites specimen before and during 

mechanical deformation. A constant intensity current of 0.1 Amperes is passed through the 

specimen and the resulting voltage drop is measured. Ohm’s Law is then used to compute 

the specimen electrical resistance. In our study, a LabVIEW code is used along with a DAQ 

system to monitor the drop of voltage and to calculate the change in resistance before and 

during deformation. The static tensile test is conducted in the CS-225 Digital Force Tester 

at constant displacement speed of 0.167mm/sec. The test setup is shown in Figure 2.5.  

 

Figure 2.5. Test setup for tensile testing 
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2.4.1. Tensile test of CNT+GNP/2216 Translucent epoxy 

 The 2.5 in by 0.5 in nanocomposite sensors are prepared by adding 5% graphite 

platelets mixture with 3M 2216 B/A translucent epoxy. The stress stain curve is shown in 

Figure 2.6. It is also observed that the curve is less linear and the slope gradually decreases 

with strain. This is due to the viscoelastic behavior of the material which shall be discussed 

in Chapter 4 in detail. Assuming the curve as linear, the young modulus comes out to be 

183 MPa.  

 

Figure 2.6. Stress strain response of CNT+GNP/2216 Trans epoxy composite 

 The electromechanical behavior of the nanocomposite is shown in Figure 2.7. It is 

observed that the electromechanical response with this epoxy is much higher. This is 

because the flexible matrix allows more expansion and hence change in piezoresistivity. 

The gauge factor is approximated to be around 10 for CNT+GNP/2216 Translucent epoxy 

composite.  
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Figure 2.7. Change in resistance of CNT+GNP/2216 Trans epoxy composite with strain 

2.4.2. Comparison of stiffness with different matrices in tensile loading 

 The comparison of mechanical tensile behavior of different types of 

nanocomposites is shown in Figure 2.8. It is evident that the nanocomposite with 3M 2216 

translucent epoxy has much higher strains, i.e. more than twice, as compared to west 

systems epoxy. It can be seen that the maximum average strain before failure is 0.045% 

with mean failure stress around 20 MPa. The slope of the curve is high with the mean 

Young’s modulus of 444.4 ± 10% MPa. Nanocomposites with 3M 2216 translucent and 

gray epoxies have relatively high value of ultimate strains going up to 12%. The slope of 

the nanocomposites with 3M epoxies is relatively less, with less variation among similar 

matrix materials. The average young modulus of nanocomposite with 5% GNP with 3M 

2216 translucent epoxy is 175 ± 8%  MPa which is quite less as compared to the 

CNT+GP/WS composite hence making it more flexible.  Lesser stiffness is the indicative 

of more flexible material, which is desirable for its usage in inflatable structures. . 
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Figure 2.8. Comparison of stress strain behavior of CNT/2216 Gray, CNT/2216 

translucent, CNT+GNP/2216 translucent and CNT+GNP/West systems epoxy 

nanocomposites 

2.4.3. Comparison of electromechanical behavior with different matrices 

in tensile loading 

 The piezoresistive behavior of the nanocomposite with different types of matrixes 

is shown in Figure 2.9 and it is observed that all four types show similar piezoresistive 

trend. CNT+GP/WS shows a maximum change in resistance of 1.5Ω at maximum strain 

of 0.06%. CNT/2216 Gray and CNT/2216 Trans shows higher change in resistance with 

applied strains. When 5% GNPs are added into CNT/2216 Trans nanocomposite, the piezo-

resistive response shows a definite increase. The maximum ΔR increases from 6.95Ω to 

9.45Ω due to addition of second fillers.  
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Figure 2.9. Comparison of resistance change with strain response of CNT/2216 Gray, 

CNT/2216 translucent, CNT+GNP/2216 translucent and CNT+GNP/West systems epoxy 

nanocomposites 

2.5. Strain variation within specimen during tensile testing 

For the stress vs. strain plot and ΔR vs. strain plots, it is assumed that the strain 

variation is uniform throughout the specimen. Strain variation within the specimen is 

usually very less for uniform rigid specimen, however in this case there is strain variation 

within the specimen due to the flexible nature of the matrix material. To see the strain 

measurement within the specimen during the tensile test, Digital Image Correlation (DIC) 

technique is used. In this technique, strains are measured through non-contact method using 

optical technique. In this method, the gray and white speckles are created on the surface of 

the specimen. Due to strain, these speckles change their location with respect to each other, 

which are tracked and compared with the original (reference) image. This is shown in 

Figure 2.10. Based on movement of speckles, a correlation algorithm computes the shift in 
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each pixel of the image and provides an accurate strain map on the desired surface of the 

specimen.  

 

Figure 2.10. Tracking of speckles with time as the strain is applied  (Correlated Solutions 

AN -708) 

 DIC systems can be either two-dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional (3-D). In 

2-D system, a single camera is placed parallel to the surface and 2-D displacements and 

strains are computed. However, 2-D DIC is limited only to planar specimens and can 

compute only in-plane strains. Any out-of-plane motion of the specimen will give 

erroneous results. However, in 3-D DIC system, two cameras are used to map the 3-D 

structure of the environment and this is called stereo-triangulation (shown in Figure 2.11). 

It involves computing the interaction of the two optical rays and requires calibration of the 

two cameras to formulate common coordinate system.  

 

Figure 2.11. Stereo-triangulation for 3-D Digital Image Correlation  (Reference manual 

Vic-3D 2010) 
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 To compute the strain profile within the specimen during tensile test, VIC-3D 

system by Correlated Solutions is used. It consists of two 5 megapixel monochromatic 

cameras which have a maximum frame rate of 5 frames per second. The specimen needs 

to be speckled before the testing, to compute the strains through DIC. This is done by first 

coating the prepared nanocomposite specimen with a thin layer of white spray paint. Once 

it is dried, grey speckles are produced on the surface using Correlated Solutions speckle 

generator kit. Fine, high contrast, and random patterns are required to produce accurate 

strain results. This pattern can be seen on the speckled specimen as shown in Figure 2.12.  

 

Figure 2.12. Speckled test specimen for digital image correlation 

 The test specimen is mounted in the tensile testing machine. The same procedure 

and equipment as mentioned before is used. Additionally, a light source is installed close 

to the specimen to provide good lightning conditions, which are essential for reliable DIC 

measurement. Two cameras at approximately 2 feet distance are mounted on the tripod 

stand facing the specimen for imaging. The cameras are calibrated using the calibrated grid 

before the test. The test setup shown in Figure 2.13. 

 The variation of strains within the specimen during the tensile test is shown in 

Figure 2.14. It is to be noted that the strain map of the specimen will vary with time, as the 

stress level is increased. DIC compare the strains with a refrence image, which in this case 

is the test specimen with zero strains without loading. Figure 2.14 shows the strain map of 
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the specimen prior to the rupture of the specimen. High strains shown in red color are seen 

at the edge of the specimen and at the location of initiation of the crack. Figure 2.15 shows 

the crack initiation on the middle left side of the specimen. 

 

Figure 2.13. Test setup for strain measurement through DIC while tensile testing 

 

Figure 2.14. Strain variation with the specimen during tensile testing 
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Figure 2.15. Crack propagation during the tensile test. 3 points and extensometer placed 

virtually on test specimen 

 Figure 2.16 shows the strain variation in the specimen when plotted against time. 

P0, P1, P2 are three different points picked on the specimen (shown in Figure 2.15) to show 

the variation in strain at different locations. Again these points are being computed from 

the zero strain position. Dash dotted line shows the average of the overall specimen and 

dashed line shows the virtual extensometer placed on the specimen. It is observed that 

strian is varied on the specimen and depending on location, strian can be higher or lower 

than the average strain as shown by P0 and P1, respectively. However the average strain 

value is almost same as the value obtained through virtual extensometer, which is used for 

calculation purposes.  
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Figure 2.16. Plot showing strain variation of different points, average strains and 

extensometer strain w.r.t. time during tensile test. 

The strain variation in the specimen occurs due to various reasons. For instance, as 

buckypaper is made of randomly oriented carbon nanotubes, local strains may vary based 

upon the various stiffness of randomly oriented CNTs. The variation in thickness of 

buckypaper itself and in the nanocomposite, as observed through the SEM, also vary the 

local stresses and hence changes in the strains. Moreover, non-homogeneity in the 

GNP/epoxy mixture due to graphite particles also causes slight change in mechanical 

properties and hence result in strain variation within the specimen.   
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3. Dynamic Testing 

Mechanical vibrations are commonly found in most of the mechanical structures 

and especially in aerospace applications. The piezoresistive response CNT/epoxy and 

CNT+GNP/epoxy nanocomposites have been proven for static tensile loading. However, 

they dynamic response of the nanocomposites have not been fully investigated. In order to 

extend the capabilities of these sensors for measurement of vibrations, it is essential that 

the behavior should be investigated under cyclic loading. In this chapter, we discuss the 

testing of the CNT+GNP/epoxy nanocomposites under cyclic loading and study the effect 

of change in frequency, amplitude on the piezoresistive response. The response of different 

epoxy matrices on nanocomposite performance shall be investigated separately.  

3.1. Literature Review 

Few examples are found in the literature for electromechanical behavior of 

nanocomposites sensors under dynamic cyclic loading. Aldraihem et al. (Aldraihem, Akl, 

and Baz 2009) developed a functional paint sensor for vibration sensing by mixing urethane 

resin with Carbon Black (CB) nanoparticles. Dynamic response of the sensor was solved 

numerically and verified with experimental results, for a single oscillation frequency of 

100 Hz. The applied amplitude displacement was approximately 2 µm, whereas the strains 

induced during cyclic loading were not mentioned. The sensors showed a good correlation 

between numerical and experimental results and response was much close to the applied 

loading.  

Kang et al. (Kang et al. 2006) determined the dynamic response of 10% wt. single 

walled CNT (SWNT) sheet nanocomposite sensor with polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) 

matrix. 3 mm × 5 mm specimen were mounted on cantilever beam which was allowed to 
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vibrate and damp naturally after an initial disturbance. The response of the sensor was 

identical to the laser displacement sensor for strain measurement.  

In another study, response of polymer based 10% SWNT/PMMA strain sensors 

was also measured at low frequencies of 0.2 Hz to 5 Hz (Kang et al. 2006). Some other 

papers discuss the dynamic response of nanocomposite sensors with other fillers like ZnO 

(Kon et al. 2007) (Gullapalli et al. 2010) (Yin et al. 2011). 

In subsequent sections, we characterize the piezo-resistive response of the 

nanocomposite under dynamic loading. Axial and transverse dynamic loading is applied in 

the range of low frequencies, i.e. 1 Hz to 50 Hz and the electrical response is measured. 

We study the effect of variation of both frequency and amplitude on the resistance change 

and see the strain variation within the specimen 

3.2. Experimental setup for dynamic testing 

Figure 3.1 shows the schematic of test setup and Figure 3.2 shows the test setup 

itself. It consists of a vibration shaker, i.e. Modal Shaker 2025E by Modal shop, on which 

the CNT+GNP/WS epoxy nanocomposite is mounted. One end of the nanocomposite 

sensor is horizontally connected to the shaker with its other end fixed with clamps. The 

shaker is controlled by a computer via an amplifier and a vibration input module. An 

accelerometer is also mounted on the shaker to measure the force generated. Polytec OFV-

505 laser vibrometer sensor is used for measuring the exact displacements induced by the 

shaker. The two electrical wires connected to the electrodes of the specimen are connected 

to another current source (set to 0.1 A) and a data acquisition system (DAQ) using four-

point probe to measure the voltage change through the nanocomposites strip. In this test 

setup, it is assumed that all the displacement induced by the shaker is directly translated to 
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the specimen and there is no initial bending in the specimen.  

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic for test setup for vibration testing 

 

Figure 3.2. Experimental setup for axial dynamic testing 

This test setup is used to characterize the piezo-resistive response of the 

nanocomposite under axial vibrations. Axial dynamic loading is applied under low 

frequencies, i.e. 1 Hz to 50 Hz with displacement amplitude ranging from 0.2 to 1.2 mm, 

while the resistance of the nanocomposite is simultaneously measured using four point 
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probe. Effect of the variation of both frequency (at constant displacement amplitude) and 

displacement amplitude (at constant frequency) on the change in resistance is measured 

and analyzed. 

 
Figure 3.3. A closer look on the mounting of sensor with the clamp and shaker. 

3.3. Effect of cyclic loading on electromechanical response 

In this section, the piezoresistive behavior of the sensor under axial dynamic 

loading is examined. Frequency values in the range of 1 Hz to 50 Hz are used for the 

vibration of the specimen. Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5 show the resistance change ratio of 

the sensor for frequency values of 5 Hz and 50 Hz respectively, with a peak axial 

displacement of 1.2 mm.  
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Figure 3.4 Variation of amplitude of vibration and resistance change with time at 5 Hz 

 

Figure 3.5 Variation of amplitude of vibration and resistance change with time at 30 Hz 

The displacement amplitude is kept constant for each of the frequencies. As seen 

from the plots, the resistance curve of the nanocomposite sensors follows the induced axial 
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strain for both low and high frequencies. This shows that the resistance change in the 

specimen varies in the same way as the excitation displacements and the specimen can 

catch the excitation frequencies. At the same amplitude, we note that the nanocomposite 

exhibits smaller resistance change at the lower frequency (5 Hz) compared to higher 

frequency (50 Hz). Overall, Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 show that the sensor retains its 

piezoresistive behavior under axial dynamic loading and exhibits repeatable and consistent 

change in resistance during each cycle in the range of 1 Hz to 50 Hz. 

3.4. Effect of excitation frequency on electromechanical response  

Figure 3.6 shows the variation of resistance change ratio with respect to frequency 

while the displacement amplitude is kept constant at 1.2 mm. Error bars show the variation 

in readings for multiple tests. It can be seen from the graph that is some increase in 

piezoresistivity happens for frequencies ranging from 1 to 10 Hz. After 10 Hz there is no 

significant change in the resistance.  
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Figure 3.6. Effect of change frequency on resistance change ratio 

3.5. Effect of amplitude on electromechanical performance  

Figure 3.7 shows the change in resistance due to a change in displacement 

amplitude with the frequency kept constant. Frequencies values of 10, 30 and 50 Hz were 

examined in that test condition. We see a clear increase of the sensor piezoresistivity with 

an increase of the displacement amplitude for all the values of frequency studied. This is 

expected because increased amplitude correlates with higher induced strains, which 

corresponds to the behavior similar to static tensile test. Hence it is seen the piezo-resistive 

performance of the nanocomposite is similar in dynamic testing as compared to static 

tensile testing.  
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Figure 3.7 Effect of change in amplitude on resistance change ratio 

3.6. Strain variation within the specimen during vibration testing 

The variation in amplitude of vibration has been associated with the response of the 

nanocomposite; however, it would be more insightful to see the strain variation within the 

specimen and how it varies during the cycle. For this purpose, DIC is setup along with the 

shaker setup. The CNT+GNP/2216 Translucent epoxy specimen is speckled and mounted 

in same fixed free condition as before and cameras are mounted at the top along with 

appropriate lightning conditions to obtain good quality images. The test setup is shown in 

Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8 Test setup for strain measurement through DIC while vibration testing 

During vibrations, the deformation varies within the cycle and DIC would require 

to take sufficient images in each cycle to develop the strain profile. This would bring the 

camera frame rate into consideration and a lower frame rate camera would not be able to 

capture a frequency that is equal to or higher to it. To encounter this issue, the DIC 

measurement system is connected with the vibration input signal to get information of time, 

frequency and phase of the vibration signal. DIC software then triggers the cameras once, 

after specific number of cycles and sweeps the phase over imaging time to get image of 

full cycle. This can be understood from Figure 3.9. For example, for 10 Hz sine signal, the 

cameras would be triggered at 0o phase in the first cycle and at 30o phase in the second 

cycle, and in this way it will capture one full sine wave in total of 12 cycles. Therefore 
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during a single test, it is important to keep the amplitude and frequency constant over time 

in order to get similar values of strains with time. 

 

Figure 3.9. Camera triggering in DIC to capture full cycle during vibration  (Correlated 

Solutions AN -708) 

Figure 3.10 shows the test specimen at 5 Hz at reference position, i.e. without 

application of any loading. Four points are picked across the specimen, two at each ends, 

two randomly in the middle and an extensometer is placed across the specimen. Figure 

3.11 shows the variation of strains at these points in x-direction i.e. the longitudinal 

direction of the specimen, when the shaker is excited with since wave of frequency 5 Hz.  
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Figure 3.10. Reference image at zero strain condition and position of points on the 

specimen at different locations 

It can be seen that all the points follow the applied sine wave loading on the 

specimen, however the strains vary significantly at different points. Point P0 which is at 

the free end of the specimen, shows the highest strain which is more than the average strain 

of the specimen. Point P3 which is somewhere in the middle shows the least amount of 

strain. Dashed line shows the strain variation of the extensometer placed across the 

specimen which is almost same as the average strain. Two x-axes are plotted in Figure 

3.10. One axis shows the DIC time stamp, i.e. the time over which the DIC took images to 

capture the whole plot. Second axis shows the time in seconds which represents the time 

of the wave according to its frequency. The plot shows 5 complete cycles in 1 second which 

represents a 5 Hz signal, i.e. the applied excitation signal. However, since DIC took the 

images with 30o phase shift, it captured images of 1 cycle in 12 actual cycles and it took 

60 cycles to capture 5 cycles of strain measurement. Therefore, the DIC time stamp shows  
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Figure 3.11. Variation of strain at different points on the specimen at 5 Hz frequency. 

that it took 60 seconds in total to show the strain plot shown in Figure 3.11. 

Figure 3.12 shows the strain map of the specimen when it is in maximum tension, 

i.e. at 90o phase angle while Figure 3.13 shows the strain variation at maximum 

compression i.e. when it is at 270o phase angle. The two figures should not be compared 

with each other as they both have different strain scale, which is in order to show variation 

within the specimen properly in each figure. If the same scale would have been chosen, 

Figure 3.13 would have been all in purple and blue shade, due to overall lesser strains.  
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Figure 3.12. Strain map of the specimen at the maximum tension 

 

Figure 3.13. Strain map of the specimen at maximum compression 

Another useful feature that is obtained from DIC is plot of line slices (shown in 

Figure 3.14) where a line drawn in the middle of the specimen across its length is analyzed 

over a complete vibration cycle. Y-axis shows the strain in the axial direction while x-axis 
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is the position in x-axis along the line from left to right of the specimen. Different lines 

shows the shape of the line of in other words, shape of the specimen at different intervals. 

The thick red line at the bottom shows the shape of the line when the specimen is at 2700 

phase or in maximum compression. The thick blue line at the top shows the shape of the 

line when the specimen is in maximum tension or 90o phase position. It can be seen that 

strain goes negative when the specimen is in compression, and positive when in tension. 

Moreover, positive and negative strains have larger values towards the right side of the 

specimen which can also be confirmed from strain variation maps in Figure 3.12 and Figure 

3.13. It is also noted that the specimen does not necessarily forms a sinusoidal shape along 

the excitation cycle which can be seen from the shape of the line curves in Figure 3.14 as 

well.  

 

Figure 3.14. Line slices showing the variation of specimen cross section and strains over 

the cycle 
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3.7. Resistance change w.r.t. average strain in dynamic loading 

 Figure 3.15 shows the variation in resistance change with strain in the 

CNT+GNP/2216 Trans epoxy composite specimen at various frequencies.  Since the strain 

varies from point to point in the specimen, average strain values have been used for 

computation. It shows that in dynamic loading the resistance change increases at higher 

strains as expected. This confirms with the previous results of increase in piezoresistivity 

with increase in amplitude in dynamic testing and the response is identical to static tensile 

testing. The trend is same for different frequencies; however, there is slight variation in the 

ΔR values at different frequencies. The data is limited to few samples, therefore, it is 

expected that with large number of samples, the variation will lie within the error bars.  

 

Figure 3.15 Change in resistance change with strain at different frequenices  
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4. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis 

4.1 Introduction 

Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) also called as Dynamic Mechanical 

Spectroscopy (DMS) or Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA) is used to 

understand and characterize the viscoelastic behavior of materials, more commonly 

polymers.  Viscoelasticity is the property of materials that show both elastic and viscous 

behavior while undergoing mechanical deformation. In pure elastic materials, the strain 

rates are not dependent on time, whereas in viscoelastic materials, strains not only depend 

on applied force, but at the strain rate as well. This is also accompanied with the energy 

dissipation on application of loads, which leads to hysteresis. So instead of s typical stress 

strain curve, there is a hysteresis loop in a stress/strain plot of viscoelastic material 

exhibiting the energy loss involved in the process. This is shown in Figure 4.1. 

  

Figure 4.1 Stress-strain relation of (a) elastic materials, (b) viscoelastic materials. 

(Meyers and Chawla e2009) 

In dynamic mechanical analysis, visco-elastic behaviour of the material is observed 

by applying small deformation in a repetitive manner and the response of the material to 

stress, temperature, frequency and other paratmers is observed. DMA measures stiffness 

and damping of the material in terms of modulus and tan delta (tan 𝛿). Modulus can be 

(a) (b) 
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expressed as storage modulus, or loss modulus. Storage modulus, (𝐸′) is the measure of 

energy stored or elastic solid like behaviour of the material. Storage modulus is not exactly 

the stiffness of the material as DMA accounts for geometry factor aswell. Loss modulus 

(𝐸′′) is the measure of energy disspitated as heat and represents the viscous behaviour of 

the material. Storage and loss moduli can also be described as in-phase and out-of-phase 

components of the force displacement curve as the sinusoidal force is applied. For an 

applied force at a frequency 𝜔, the strain is out of phase by the phase angle 𝛿, dynamic 

stress 𝜎 and strain 휀 can be expressed as  

𝜎 =  𝜎𝑜sin (𝜔𝑡 + 𝛿) 

휀 =  휀𝑜sin (𝜔𝑡) 

Dynamic stress can be further expressed as in-phase and out-of-phase components as 

𝜎 =  𝜎𝑜 sin(𝜔𝑡) 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛿 + 𝜎𝑜 cos(𝜔𝑡) 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛿 

Expressing in terms of strain and using 𝐸′ and 𝐸′′ for in phase (real) and out of phase 

(imaginary) parts, complex modulus 𝐸∗can be expressed as 

𝐸∗ =
𝜎

휀
=

𝜎𝑜

휀𝑜
𝑒𝑖𝛿 =

𝜎𝑜

휀𝑜

(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛿 + 𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛿) =  𝐸′ + 𝐸′′ 

This infers that storage and loss moduli are real and imaginary part of complex modulus. 

Tan delta is the ratio of loss modulus to storage modulus and is often called as damping 

ratio. It give the measure of enegy dissipated by the material.  

tan 𝛿 =
𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠

𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠
=  

𝐸′

𝐸′′
 

With an increase in temperature, the material transforms from elastic glassy state 

to soft rubbery state. The temperature at which this occurs is called glass transition 

temperature (𝑇𝑔). Storage and loss moduli are temperature and frequency dependent 
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properties and their variation with these parameters is an important characteristic obtained 

from DMA.  

4.2 Literature Review 

Since the CNT based nanocomposites are made of epoxy matrix, the mechanical 

properties of the matrix are likely to change with variation of temperature and frequency. 

It can effect on the electro-mechanical performance of the nanocomposite as well, 

therefore, dynamic mechanical analysis is required to investigate this behavior. Composites 

with several different types of epoxy/polymer matrix and SWNT/MWNT fillers have been 

developed and tested in the existing literature. A few of these nanocomposites and their 

DMA results are discussed below.  

The behavior of carbon nanotube polyvinyl alcohol [CH2CH(OH)]n(PVOH] 

composites under thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) and DMA was investigated by 

Shaffer et al. (Shaffer and Windle 1999). Modulus showed a drop around 60 ℃ for all 

weight fractions, i.e. from 10 wt% to 60 wt% and similarly an increase in tan delta at the 

same temperature. This shows the 𝑇𝑔 value of the composite around 60℃.  

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and methyl-ethyl methacrylate (MEMA) copolymer 

composites with nonionic surfactant (triton X-100 t-octyphenoxypoly-ethoxyethanol) and 

the plasticizer (trytolyl phosphate) have shown significant decrease in storage modulus 

with increase in temperature for all concentrations. The 𝑇𝑔 values as found from DMA 

testing varied between 88 ℃ and 102 ℃ for various concentrations of MEMA and 

surfactants. The results obtained through differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) showed 

slightly higher values of 𝑇𝑔 for same concentrations (Velasco-Santos et al. 2003). 
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Nanocomposites based on atactic polypropylene (aPP) and MWNTs shows 

increase in storage modulus and broad tan delta peaks with increase in MWNT content. 𝑇𝑔 

value varies between -20℃ and -10℃ for pure aPP and 5% aPP/MWNT composite. Li et 

al. (X. Li et al. 2004) studied nanomechanical and viscoelastic properties using nano-

indentation DMA tests. Storage modulus showed slight decrease while loss modulus 

showed some increase with increase in frequency up to 100 Hz.   

MWNTs dispersed in thermosetting phenylethynyl terminated polyimide Triple a 

PI (TriA-PI) showed a high glass transition temperature, i.e. 𝑇𝑔> 300 ℃ due to its matrix. 

A negligible effect of MWNT content even at higher concentrations i.e. up to 14.3%, on 

elastic modulus and glass transition is observed. This is due to predominant effect of the 

TriA-PI matrix. Similarly CNT did not had an effect on 𝑇𝑔 with polyether ether ketone 

(PEEK) composites (Ogasawara et al. 2004). 

Bisphenol A diglycidyl ether (DGEBA) epoxy and Ruetapox LV 0164 resin with 

poly-etheramine hardener were mixed with non-functionalized and functionalized 

MWNTs to develop epoxy composites by Gojny et al. (Gojny and Schulte 2004). Storage 

modulus and tan delta curves show that increase in MWNTs to epoxy resin did not have 

any effect on storage modulus in glassy region, however in rubbery region, a significant 

increase was observed. Functionalized nanotubes had a distinctive increase in glass 

transition temperature. 𝑇𝑔 values were found in the range of 65 ℃ and 85 ℃ for 

functionalized as well as non-functionalized nanotubes.  

Dynamic mechanical analysis of polycarbonate (PC)/MWNTs composites showed 

that with increase in weight fraction of MWNT, dynamic modulus and viscosity of the 
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nanocomposite increased. Frequency dependence is observed for storage modulus as well 

as tan delta. With increase in frequency, storage modulus increase up to frequency of 100 

Hz for all concentrations. Trends of tan delta were different for lower and higher 

concentrations but an overall increase is observed with the increase in frequency (Abdel-

Goad and Pötschke 2005). In another study, (Sung et al. 2005) DMA of PC/MWNT 

composite showed drop in storage modulus and tan delta peak around 150℃ for all 

different composition fractions of PC/MWNT (85/15 to 100/0). After annealing the 

samples at 190℃ for 8 hours, tan delta peaks were shifted towards higher temperatures and 

the peak values were significantly lowered. It was concluded that for lower content of 

MWNTs behavior of PC is determining the 𝑇𝑔 values. At higher contents and after 

annealing, MWNT confines the PC chains resulting in shift in tan delta peaks.  

Rajoria et. al. (Rajoria and Jalili 2005) investigated stiffness and damping 

properties of both SWNTs and MWNTs carbon nanotube-epoxy composites of different 

concentrations. The trends shown for storage modulus in frequency scan is very irregular 

and does not shows any trend. Loss modulus showed increase with frequency up to 200 Hz 

but the trend was not very clear.  

DMA of pure natural rubber (NR) and MWNTs composite reveals the glass 

transition temperature at quite low temperature of -60℃. Increase in MWNT content 

resulted in significant decrease in peak values of tan delta, however it did not alter the 𝑇𝑔 

value.  For polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) and unmodified SWNTs composites, tan 

delta peak occurs around 105℃ for pure polymer and 𝑇𝑔 increases by 30℃ with addition 

of SWNTs (Bokobza 2007). 
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SWNT also had a reinforcing effect on composites made from SWNT and isotactic 

polypropylene (iPP) but till a maximum percentage of 0.75%. Increase in SWNT content 

had an increase in storage modulus, but did not cause much variation in glass transition 

temperature. The peak of 𝑇𝑔 curve occurred around 0℃ for for all concentrations from 0-

1% of SWNT contents (Manchado et al. 2005). 

Polyurethane/MWNT composites with 2 wt % MWNT content were prepared and 

characterized by Xiong et. al. (Xiong et al. 2006). Increase in 𝑇𝑔 from -5.4 ℃ to 6.2℃ was 

observed from the composite. MWNTs had an increased effect on storage modulus below 

the 𝑇𝑔, but no affect above 𝑇𝑔 value. In another study (Xia and Song 2005) introduction of 

SWNT in PU had a slight decrease in 𝑇𝑔 and damping capacity. The glass transition 

temperature was found to be between -50℃ and -40℃ for 0% to 2% wt% of SWNT/PU 

composite.  

Most recently CNT+GNP nanocomposite with West Systems epoxy is analyzed 

under DMA showing a slight frequency dependence in the range of 1 Hz to 50 Hz. 

(Gbaguidi et al. 2017). 𝑇𝑔 varies from 60℃ to 85℃ with increase in frequency and the 

frequency at which the loss of storage modulus occurs at 111 Hz.  

4.3 DMA Characterization 

Several studies have been done with SWNT/MWNT and epoxy/polymer 

composites, however very less work has been found for hybrid nanocomposites. It has also 

been observed that the storage modulus and glass transition temperatures of these 

composite depend greatly on the matrix properties and addition of SWNT/MWNT usually 
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have an increase in effect on these parameters. In order to investigate this affect DMA has 

been done of CNT+GNP/epoxy nanocomposites with 3M 2216 B/A translucent epoxy. 

DMA 8000 by Perkin Elmer is used without the nitrogen cooling and the equipment is 

shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.2 DMA 8000 by Perkin Elmer used for testing 

Specimens of length 40 mm, width 6 mm, and thickness of about 0.2 mm are used 

for the DMA experiments, to examine the viscoelastic behavior of the nanocomposite. The 

sample are mounted in dual cantilever position in which the specimen is anchored on both 

ends by a fixed clamp and displacement is caused in the middle by the drive shaft as shown 

in the Figure 4.3 (a). Dual cantilever position is used for elastomers, thin films, and 

materials that have low stiffness. As the nanocomposite specimen lies under this category, 

therefore dual cantilever position is used for testing. The specimen mounted on the DMA 

is shown in Figure 4.3 (b). 
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Figure 4.3 (a) Dual cantilever schematic (b) Specimen mounted on DMA 8000 

4.3.1 Temperature Scan 

Temperature scan is one of the most fundamental dynamic mechanical analysis test. 

The sample is heated at specific rate while the excitation is being applied and the variation 

in storage and loss moduli are observed. This gives an important parameter, i.e. glass 

transition temperature of the material. Glass transition temperature is specified by the 

temperature in which the elastic modulus decreases rapidly, usually by an order of 

magnitude or more. Often, for polymers, glass transition temperature is not a single value 

but a range of temperature.  

For temperature scan, the specimen is first mounted in the dual cantilever bending 

clamps and a temperature scan of the nanocomposite is performed. Dimensions of the 

specimen are 40 mm × 6 mm × 0.2 mm. The specimen is heated from 30 °C to 100°C at 

the rate of 2 °C/min. Figure 4.4 shows the thermal scan of the nanocomposite for the 

frequency values of 1 Hz, 10 Hz, 30 Hz and 50 Hz. It can be observed that there is a drop 

in storage modulus from 30°C up to 60°C after which the curve flattens out. The storage 

modulus of the material starts decreasing as the temperature reaches near the glass 

transition temperature. However in this case, there is no flat region of curve in the 
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beginning. This suggests that the transition starts from the temperature below 30°C which 

could not be captured due to the limitation of the equipment. The overall response of the 

material is same for different frequencies in different temperature intervals, with slight 

frequency dependence. The value of storage modulus drops slightly as the frequency is 

increased, however slightly increased response at 30 Hz is observed. This is similar to the 

trend of CNT+GNP\West Systems epoxy composite, shown by Gbaguidi et al. (Gbaguidi 

et al. 2017). 

 

Figure 4.4 Variation in storage modulus with temperature at different frequencies 

Figure 4.5 shows that the variation of tan delta with temperature. Tan delta shows 

a slightly broad peak around 50°C and 70°C depending on the frequency. Frequency 

dependence of the material leads to higher glass transition temperatures with higher 

frequencies. 𝑇𝑔 values of 51°C, 64 °C, 75 °C respectively for frequencies of 1, 10 and 30 

Hz. At 50 Hz, the maximum value of 𝑇𝑔 occurs around 65°C followed by a broad peak. 

The glass transition values gives the thermal limit of effective use of these nanocomposites 
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for measure of deformations both in static and dynamic loading.  

 

Figure 4.5 Variation of tan delta with temperature at various frequencies 

4.3.2 Frequency Scan  

Materials can go under various frequency loadings during their life. In this case, 

since it is an attempt to develop the piezoresistive nanocomposites as sensors, it is essential 

to know the material behavior with change in frequency. Excitation frequency can affect 

the modulus of the material in elastic phase, whereas in viscous phase, since the material 

flow phenomenon is dominant, frequency can have an effect on it.  

In order to investigate this behavior, isothermal frequency scans of the 

nanocomposite is performed. The specimen, 40 mm × 6 mm × 0.2 mm in dimensions, is 

mounted in the dual cantilever position bending clamps an isothermal frequency scan is 

done at near room temperature. Figure 4.6 shows the variation of elastic modulus and tan 

delta with variation in frequency from 1 Hz to 200 Hz at 30°C. The values of modulus and 

tan delta are relatively similar in magnitude for low frequencies, i.e. from 1 Hz to 70 Hz. 
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However, after this a sudden drop of the modulus is observed at 81 Hz. This indicates that 

after this particular frequency, the modulus goes to zero, which indicates the total loss of 

material elastic properties and activation of viscous phase.  

 

Figure 4.6 Storage modulus and Tan delta variation with frequency scan at 30°C 

In order to observe the frequency response of the material w.r.t temperature, 

isothermal frequency scans have been at various temperatures, i.e. 30°C, 50°C, 70°C, 90°C 

and 110°C. The variation of storage modulus with frequency at these different temperatures 

is shown in Figure 4.7. It can be seen that with increase in temperature, the peaks shift 

towards bottom left of the graphs, which suggests that the storage modulus generally 

decreases with increase in temperature. It can be explained as, at higher temperatures, since 

the molecules are more energies in viscous phase, therefore they have less ability to store 

energy in form of work. The frequency at which total loss of storage modulus occurs, 

decreases at higher temperatures due to same reason.  

Variation of tan delta with frequency at different temperatures is shown in Figure 
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4.8. Tan delta also has a similar trend as storage moduli. With increase in temperature, the 

curves shift towards left, i.e. the frequency at which storage modulus goes to zero 

decreases. This is the same trend as observed in Figure 4.7.  Hence, frequency scan gives 

the frequency limit of the nanocomposite for its effective use in vibration testing at various 

temperatures. .  

 

Figure 4.7 Comparison of storage moduli at different temperatures and frequencies 

 
Figure 4.8 Comparison of tan delta at different temperatures and frequencies 
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The results suggest that the nanocomposite have both frequency and temperature 

dependence on its elastic properties. This effect is predominantly due to the epoxy matrix 

behavior and should be taken into account for use in static and dynamic sensing purposes.  
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5. Micrometeoroid and Orbital Debris Detection 

5.1. Background 

Inflatable structures for space habitat are highly prone to damage caused by 

micrometeoroid and orbital debris (MMOD) impacts. The size of orbital debris varies from 

few microns to meters but the probability of an impact increases significantly for particle 

diameter size of 0.001 cm to 1 cm due to their high flux. The velocity of these MMOD is 

very high, i.e. of the order of 1 km/s to 15 km/s with average velocity of about 9 km/s in 

lower earth’s orbit (Christiansen 2009). Due to the high momentum, the material of the 

colliding particles has less significance, since even soft materials such as foams can cause 

damage and rupture of the structure. The disaster of the space shuttle Columbia is an 

example of such case where a piece of insulating foam struck the left wing of the orbiter. 

Depending on the size of the colliding particle, the induced damage may vary from 

micrometer size hole to rupture of whole structure.  

Long term exposed space structures, such as International Space Station (ISS), face 

many such collisions throughout their service life, and therefore are shielded heavily 

against MMOD impacts. Even with safety precautions of shielding and orientation change, 

several incidents have been reported of damage to the ISS by MMOD, leading to the 

occurrence of a hole or a crack (Christiansen and Rollins 2012). If damage occurs to any 

of the pressurized structure such as habitat modules, it may result in a depressurization and 

leakage and can be a serious threat to the life of the astronauts. Therefore, it is very 

important to know of any event of impact occurrences as well as severity of damage as 

early as possible.  

Existing space structures have been using different sensors for impact detection. 
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After the loss of Columbia, the Space Shuttle Orbiter was equipped with wing leading edge 

impact detection system (WLEIDS) to qualitatively estimate the impact and location of 

damage for a limited period of time (Studor and George 2007). 

Currently the techniques used by NASA and other space agencies to detect the 

damage occurrences vary from pressure sensors for leak detection, monitoring cameras to 

inspect the damage through images, ultrasonic testing to other NDE techniques (Koshti 

2015).  There is a great need for a structural health monitoring system that can detect impact 

damage, such as its location and severity, and keep the crew updated with the health of the 

structure. 

5.2. Literature Review 

There are several different approaches for damage detection caused due to MMOD 

impact that have been reported in literature. One method is to develop a blanket/layer that 

covers the whole structure and MMOD impact is found by the damage in blanket layer. A 

second approach can be the installation of sensors on the existing structure that can 

remotely detect the event of impact. Similar attempts have been made in the past; Brandon 

et al. developed a blanket type layer with wireless communication, which works on the 

principle of a capacitor (Brandon et. al., 2011). When a capacitor is damaged due to the 

hole created by the impact, capacitance of the sensor changes due to change in the area, 

and this can be used to get information about the event of impact. The layer consists of 

number of such sensors installed in array to cover the whole structure. Similarly, Woodard 

et al. used open-circuit electrically conductive spiral trace sensor for damage detection 

(Woodard et al. 2011). Due to damage, the magnetic field response of the sensor changes 

that can be used for detection. Moreover, piezoelectric film sensor layer (Christiansen 
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2009) and conductive traces (Lewis and Island 2016) were used as a coating material or 

embedded between the laminates for sensing purposes. Fiber optics were also woven inside 

a fabric to provide an indication of damage through strain sensing (Cadogan et al. 2006). 

Imaging by scanning the habitat walls with different electromagnetic radiation 

wavelengths has also been studied for MMOD damage detection and yielded positive 

results (Madaras et al. 2008). More complex techniques involved the use of acoustic and 

impedance tomography to provide information about the location of damage in the layer. 

Current and future research towards space habitat structures is directed towards inflatable 

structures for easier transportation and much less volume and weight. This consists of 

multiple layers of different materials which are flexible and can be deployed once in the 

structure is in space. The typical inflatable space structure and its shell layer configuration 

are shown in the Figure 5.1. 

 

Figure 5.1 Typical configuration of inflatable structure and shell layers (Fuente et al. 

2000) 

The requirements for an integrated structural health monitoring system for 

inflatable are that it should provide the information of occurrence and time of impact, 

location of damage, depth of penetration, and the extent of the resulting damage. According 

to Valle (Es and Valle 2012), the inflatable structural health inspection systems should 
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monitor prelaunch packaged state, on-orbit functionality before deployment, initial 

deployment validation, and on-orbit operation using embedded sensors. Sensing equipment 

would need to tolerate packing and folding without creating sharp edges that can damage 

the fabric and films. They should undergo stowage and be able to resist mechanical 

pressure during deployment. It would also need to tolerate flight conditions and ground 

handling. 

5.3. Approach 

In this study, the potential of CNT+GNP/epoxy nanocomposites to detect the 

damage caused due to MMOD impact and potential of use for SHM system for inflatable 

structures is investigated. Thin flexible layer of these nanocomposite when incorporated 

between soft good layers of the inflatable structure can act as sensing layer. An array of 

these sensors can be used to develop a sensing layer, which when sandwiched between soft 

good layers in a space habitat can provide MMOD detection capability. A schematic of 

such a layer in inflatable structure and sensing array is shown in Figure 5.2.  

  

Figure 5.2 (a) Schematic depiction of sensor array configuration and (b) tile and grid 

sensing patterns (Figures from NASA STTR project meetings with LUNA, 2017) 

 

(a) (b) 
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In an event of impact, a hole could be created in the sensor, which would change 

the resistance of that particular sensor. This change is measured and fed to the computer 

algorithm that determines the severity of damage by measuring the amount of change in 

electrical conductivity. The entire layer is scanned after a preset amount of time, which 

provides the interval of impact occurrences. The damaged sensor’s identification can 

provide information about location of the damage. The sensing layer is sandwiched 

between Kapton layers for protection and insulation. These sensing layers can be stacked 

among the material layers at multiple locations, which can provide the information about 

depth perception of the damage. 

An MMOD event will cause a hole/rupture in the inflatable and sensing layer. 

Detecting the hole caused due to MMOD impact can provide information about the damage 

caused due to it. In subsequent sections, the response of nanocomposite will be studied as 

the holes are created in the nanocomposite sensors. The effect of different epoxy matrices 

and addition of coarse graphene platelets will be discussed. Effect on size of specimen and 

damage detection in case of multiple specimen will be studied. Damage detection for 

multiple layers will be briefly discussed as well. Table 5.1 provides information about the 

impact studies and hole characteristics that have been done previously.  

Table 5.1 Size of hole created due to MMOD based on projectile size (Christiansen 2009) 

Spherical 

Projectile 

diameter (⌀) 

Velocity Hole Size Target Material Depth of 

penetration 

3.7 mm  11 km/s  Double aluminum 

bumper 

Through 

0.8 mm  7.1 km/s  3 mm 

5 mm 

Reinforced Carbon-

Carbon 

Through 

1.27 cm 5.8 km/s 1.6 cm  Stuffed Whipple and Through 
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all-Aluminum Shield 

Spherical 

Projectile 

diameter (⌀) 

Velocity Hole Size Target Material Depth of 

penetration 

0.8 mm  5 km/s 3 mm Aluminum Through 

0.3 mm 5 km/s  Aluminum Partial 

1 mm  1 mm Kapton Through 

1 mm 6.9 km/s 4.1 mm Copper polyamide 

film based sensor 

Thru 

2.7  7.27 km/s 6 mm  

0.32 cm 6.59 km/s 2 cm by 3 cm, 

3.8 max dia. 

PICA Through 

It can be seen that the impact causes a through hole in most of the cases irrespective 

of the target material. This is obviously due to very high velocity of the impact projectile. 

The size of hole caused varies with the size and velocity of the projectile and the target 

material and its location in case of sandwiched structure. 3 mm hole size is taken as 

reference as standard minimum damage size to study the response of piezoresistive 

nanocomposite.  

5.4. Single sensor performance 

Firstly, the electrical response of the single sensor to addition of 3 mm hole is 

inspected. Effect of sensor size, matrix material and number of holes on single specimen 

are investigated.  

5.4.1. Electrical resistance of 2.5 in × 0.5 in nanocomposites 

In this section, the results of electrical resistance measurements of the 2.5 in × 0.5 

in nanocomposites with addition of holes are presented. Four different type of specimen 

are made (a) neat bucky paper and west systems epoxy, (b) neat bucky paper and 3M 2216 

translucent epoxy, (c) coarse graphene platelets (5 wt. %) and neat bucky paper with west 
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systems epoxy, (d) coarse graphene platelets and neat bucky paper with 3M 2216 

translucent epoxy. All specimen are made with the dimensions 2.5 in × 0.5 in. and tested 

with a current value of 0.05A using four point probe measurement method. Four successive 

holes of approximately 3 mm diameter are added in each specimen. Figure 5.3 shows all 

four types of specimen with added holes. The specimen were coated with Kapton tape for 

protection as to be expected in the actual sensing layer.  

  

  

Figure 5.3 Different types of 2. 5 𝑖𝑛 × 0.5 𝑖𝑛 nanocomposites covered with Kapton tape 

and 4 holes added. (a) CNT/West Systems epoxy (b) CNT/2216 Translucent epoxy, (c) 

CNT+GNP/West Systems epoxy and (d) CNT+GNP/2216 translucent epoxy composites 

A period of 1 min to 5 min is observed before addition of any hole, in order to see 

if there is any changes in resistance values, but it is found to be steady. Figure 5.4 shows 

change in resistance with addition of holes in case of neat bucky paper with 3M 2216 

translucent epoxy. We can see a clear and noticeable increase of the electrical resistance, 

by at least 5%, every time a hole is added to the neat bucky paper with 3M 2216 translucent 

epoxy nanocomposite. In addition, we observe that the resistance of the specimen remains 

constant after any addition of hole, which proves the stability of the specimen in detecting 

holes.  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 5.4: Variation of resistance change ratio with time and addition of size of holes to 

a 2.5 in × 0.5 in. coarse graphene platelets based nanocomposite. 

Figure 5.5 shows the comparison of resistance change ratio with addition of holes 

for different types of composite, i.e. a) Neat bucky paper with West Systems epoxy, b) 

Neat bucky paper with 3M 2216 translucent epoxy, c) neat bucky paper with coarse 

graphene platelets and west systems epoxy, d) neat bucky paper with coarse graphene 

platelets and 3M 2216 Translucent epoxy. As seen from the plot, the behavior of both 

epoxy matrices is same on the resistance change with addition of holes. 2.5% increase in 

resistance change ratio is observed for neat bucky paper. However when coarse graphene 

platelets are added, the change increases significantly to almost double the value, i.e. 5%. 

This tends to show that epoxy matrix does not have much effect on the sensor performance, 

however, the addition of coarse graphene platelets significantly increases the sensitivity of 

the nanocomposites to holes. 

1st Hole 

2nd hole 

3rd hole 

4th hole 
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Figure 5.5 Variation of resistance change ratio with addition of holes to 2.5 in×0.5 in. 

CNT/West Systems epoxy, CNT/2216 Translucent epoxy, CNT+GNP/West Systems 

epoxy and CNT+GNP/2216 translucent epoxy nanocomposites. 

5.4.2. Electrical resistance of 2.5 in × 2.5 in nanocomposites 

According to the previous results, addition of coarse graphene platelets to the 

nanocomposites gives the highest sensitivity to drilled holes compared to neat buckypaper-

epoxy nanocomposites. In order to cover a larger area by each sensor on sensing layer, the 

sensor size should be large enough otherwise it will increase the number of sensors in each 

layer a lot and also will complicate the system. To address this issue, sensors are developed 

with dimensions 2.5 in × 2.5 in. one large sensor will be equivalent to 5 smaller sensors of 

2.5 in × 0.5 in. size. 2.5 in × 0.25 in copper electrodes and wires are attached at both ends 

to measure the resistance, while 0.5A current is passed through it. (See Figure 5.6) 
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Figure 5.6 2.5 𝑖𝑛 × 2.5 𝑖𝑛 nanocomposites covered with Kapton tape. Six Ф3mm holes 

are successively added. 

This larger nanocomposite specimen also exhibits change in resistance when holes 

are added. Figure 5.7 shows the resistance change ratio of one of the composites with time 

and with addition of holes in the specimen. As explained before, a period of 3 min to 4 min 

is observed before addition of any hole. A clear and noticeable increase of the electrical 

resistance can be observed, by at least 0.75%, every time a hole is added to the material. 

Also the resistance of the specimen remains constant after any addition of hole, which 

proves the stability of the specimen in detecting holes. Figure 5.8 shows the variation of 

the resistance change ratio with addition of holes. The data used correspond to an average 

of several samples. It can be noticed that the resistance change with the 2.5 𝑖𝑛 × 2.5 𝑖𝑛  

specimen is lower than the one obtained with the 2.5 𝑖𝑛 × 0.5 𝑖𝑛 specimen. This is due to 

the fact that the length-to-width ratio of the specimen has been decreased which decreases 

the resistance of the specimen itself. 
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Figure 5.7. Variation of resistance change with time by addition of holes to a 2.5 in x 2.5 

in coarse graphene platelets based nanocomposite sensor 

       
Figure 5.8. Averaged variation of resistance change with addition of holes for several 

2.5 𝑖𝑛 × 2.5 𝑖𝑛 coarse graphene platelets based nanocomposites. 

Finally, to test the performance of this new specimen with a large number of holes, 

20 holes are introduced to the specimen to see if the sensitivity of the specimen remains 

consistent. (See Figure 5.9). Figure 5.10 shows that the specimen remains equally stable 

and sensitive even with a much larger number of holes. 

1st hole 

3rd hole 

4th hole 

5th hole 

6th hole 

2nd hole 
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Figure 5.9. 2.5 𝑖𝑛 × 2.5 𝑖𝑛 nanocomposites made of covered with Kapton and twenty 

Ф3mm holes are successively added. 

 
Figure 5.10 Variation of resistance change ratio with addition of 20 holes to a 2.5 𝑖𝑛 ×

2.5 𝑖𝑛  coarse graphene platelets based nanocomposite. 

5.5. Multiple sensor configuration 

5.5.1. Sensor array testing 

In order to demonstrate how the multiple sensors will form an array to cover larger 

area, four sensors are placed together to form a 2×2 array (see Figure 5.13 (a)). Although 

each sensor requires a very small amount of power, for a large array, the power requirement 

would be multiplied by the number of sensors used. To develop a power efficient system 

to meet the demanding power budget in space applications, an electronic control circuit is 

developed to periodically pass the required amount of current through a particular sensor 
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in an array of four sensors. The control circuit consists of a current supply and a switching 

mechanism that distributes the desired current, i.e. 0.5 amperes at 12 volts, through each 

sensor for a preset time interval. Additionally, it can monitor the four sensors 

simultaneously or separately. The sensors can be scanned in a periodic or a continuous 

scanning mode. The circuit design and the developed circuit are shown in Fig. 5.11 (a) and 

Fig. 5.11 (b), respectively. This concept can be easily expanded when dealing with more 

sensors.  

 
Figure 5.11. (a) Circuit schematic for periodic sensor scanning and (b) circuit for 

impact monitoring panel. 

A LabVIEW Visual Interface (VI) was developed to facilitate this process. The 

software stores the data obtained through each sensor and calculates the damage indices to 

detect the impact holes.  Moreover, the VI displays the damage indication and updates the 

(a) 

(b) 
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sensor data each time the scan is performed. If the change in resistance is more than a preset 

threshold, damage is indicated by turning LED light to different color in the front control 

panel.  This approach can be used for multiple sensors on a panel or on sensors at different 

depths. The circuit and the control panel were used to test a multilayer damage detection 

event using a low velocity impact test. 

Figure 5.12(a) shows a four sensor array in which the top right sensor is damaged 

by drilling a 3 mm hole. Figure 4.12(b) shows the LABVIEW VI which displays the 

resistance changes in each of the sensor from the previous state. It can be seen that with 

the hole in sensor 1 (top left sensor) change in resistance is observed from the graph. 

Meanwhile LED turns red as an indication of damage in the respective sensor.  

  

Figure 5.12. (a) Four sensor array with a hole in top left sensor and (b) LABVIEW VI 

displaying change in resistance and indication of damage in respective sensor. 

5.5.2. Multi-layer impact testing 

As discussed earlier, the inflatable structure consists of multiple layers sandwiched 

together for protection against the environment. In the event of an impact, as the particle 

collides with the first/outermost layer, it starts shattering into pieces. As it continues to 

impenetrate through the subsequent layers, the momentum of the particle exponentially 

(a) (b) 
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reduces. On the other hand, the colliding particles shatters in to smaller and smaller pieces 

and forms a tiny cloud of particles which increase the damage area on the subsequent 

inflatable layers. This damage extent comparison of front and rear layers is shown in shown 

in Figure 5.13.  

 
                   (a) 

 
                     (b) 

Figure 5.13 Comparision of damage on (a) impact facing versus (b) rear layer  (Brandon 

et al. 2011) 

For multi-layer testing, impact testing has been done (Anees, et al., 2017) in which 

the same idea has been employed. The nanocomposite sensor was bonded to a dry 

fiberglass substrate, which represents the soft goods layer of an inflatable. Two fiberglass 

layers four inches apart at the top and bottom are placed in a specially designed test fixture 

and subjected to low velocity impact test in Instron Dynatup 9250 drop tower. Variable 

thickness indenter has been used to create 6 mm and 3 mm diameter holes in the upper and 

lower layers respectively. The test fixture, indenter, and test setup are shown in Fig. 4.13. 

During the impact, as the indenter will pass through the layers, top layer will be 

impacted by the 3 mm diameter segment first, followed by the 6 mm diameter segment, 

eventually creating a hole of at least 6 mm. The bottom layer however will be subjected to 

3 mm diameter segment only and hence will have a hole of 3 mm approximately. This is 

reverse case of the actual scenario in inflatable structure, where the outermost layers have 
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much smaller damage and the damage size will increase at each successive layer. However 

since the sensors in different layers will be just having different damaged areas, so in 

essence the test represents a similar scenario of actual case, where if the different damage 

sizes can be detected, it can be stated that different layers can also be distinguished.  

 

   

Figure 5.14. Double layer Impact setup: (a) two sensors mounted on the fixture, (b) 

indenter with different thickness along its length, and (c) test setup in the machine. 

A LabVIEW program has been made to distinguish between different damage sizes 

based on the difference in change in resistance. Figure 5.15 shows the LabVIEW front 

panel that indicates impact damages caused on top and bottom layers. The red indication 

on the left hand side shows that the damage has been done to both the layers, i.e. top and 

bottom layer, since the indenter has hit both the layers. The yellow indicator on the right 

hand side indicates that only the top layer has the large damage whereas the bottom layer 

does not shows any large damage, as only the top layer has been struck by the 6 mm 

segment of the indenter. The results show the capability of sensor system and the program 

to monitor detect damage among different layers and differentiate between large and small 

damages based on the preset value in the program.   

Ф 6mm 

Ф 3mm 

(b) (a) (c) 
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Figure 5.15 LabVIEW VI displaying damage indication on top and bottom layer, versus 

large damage only on top layer 

 

This shows that GNP-CNT epoxy based piezoresistive nanocomposites can be used for 

damage detection caused due to MMOD impact between layers of inflatable structure and 

can provide location and extent of damage among different layers.   
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6. Outgassing testing 

The materials exposed to space environment are subjected to extreme space 

conditions. These include high vacuum, electromagnetic radiations, and high temperatures 

variation along the life of the structure. These environmental conditions have variation 

depending on the type of mission type, and material application. NASA requires all the 

spacecraft materials to be space qualified and one of the important parameter is outgassing 

testing. Outgassing is the amount of gas released in vacuum that was stored, trapped or 

absorbed by the material during its processing in atmospheric environment. Outgassing 

mostly occurs when the materials are exposed to heat under vacuum conditions. Usually 

polymers and epoxies have high outgassing properties and therefore are more prone to risk, 

therefore they are required to pass the outgassing requirements.  

There are three most common parameters to describe the outgassing properties, i.e. 

Total Mass Loss (TML), Collected Volatile Condensable material (CVCM) and Water 

Vapor Regained (WVR). TML is the total mass lost from the material when the material is 

kept at constant temperature and pressure for a specified period of time. TML is calculated 

by the formula 

𝑇𝑀𝐿 =  
𝑊0 −  𝑊𝑓

𝑊0
× 100 

Where 𝑊0 is the initial weight of the specimen before the outgassing test and 𝑊𝑓 is 

the final weight of the specimen after the test. CVCM is the quantity that has been 

outgassed from the material and collected after condensation at particular temperature and 

pressure. CVCM is calculated from the percentage difference in condensed mass on the 

collector before and after the test. WVR is the amount of water regained by the specimen 

when the specimen is conditioned to atmospheric pressure at specific temperature and 
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humidity after the test. WVR is calculated from the percentage difference in weights of 

specimen before and after the conditioning. The outgassing requirements from NASA in 

order for the material to qualify for space use are TML < 1.0 % and CVCM < 0.1% when 

the testing has been done in accordance with ASTM E595-15 standard.  

ASTM E595-15 standard, explains about the testing conditions, the critical parts of 

the apparatus that needs to be met in order to get reliable, and reportable outgassing data. 

The schematic of the apparatus is shown in the Figure 6.1. The material is placed in the 

material chamber and the he test conditions required are given in Table 6.1. The material 

is prepared according to the standard procedure, weighed and then placed in the specimen 

compartment and heated at the specific temperature. The pressure of the test chamber is 

maintained at the required value and the material is exposed to these conditions for 24 hrs. 

Due to vacuum, some amount of material is lost which is collected at the collector plate. 

TML and CVCM values are then calculated to determine the amount of material loss by 

weighing the specimen.  

 

Figure 6.1 Schematic of critical portion of the apparatus (ASTM 2015) 
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Table 6.1 ASTM outgas testing parameters 

Parameter Required value 

Material weight 200-300 mg 

Material heating temperature 125℃ or 30℃ more than 

maximum service temperature 

Vacuum pressure <10−5 torr 

Time duration 24 hrs. 

Collector plate temperature 25℃ 

6.1. Literature Review 

There is significant amount of data available online regarding outgassing properties 

of various polymers and epoxies by NASA (Powers n.d.). However this data is mostly for 

commonly and commercially available materials. For a composite material, constituent 

material data cannot be taken as reference and the composite material needs to be tested 

separately. For CNT/epoxy based nanocomposites, very limited researchers have reported 

outgassing values. Outgassing has been done with non-standard procedures for various 

epoxy composites during the preparation, in order to evaporate the solvent. For example, 

Jung et al. (Jing Li, Wong, and Kim 2008) outgassed the Epon 828 epoxy at 80 °C for 2 

hr. during the fabrication of the CNT+GNP/epoxy hybrid nanocomposite. Shan et al.  

(Sham and Kim 2006) performed outgassing of MWNT/Epon 828 epox composite at 80 

°C overnight for nanocomposite fabrication. Similarly outgassing of acetone is done for 1 

h at 100 °C in preparation of poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA)/MWNT 

composites (Xu et al. 2010). Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)/SWNT nanocomposites  

(Vail et al. 2009) and CNT/PEEK (McCook et al. 2007) based nanocomposites have been 

prepared due to low-outgassing of PTFE and PEEK for use in space applications, however 

not any results of low outgassing of the final product were shown. All of these outgassing 

tests have been conducted in non-standard way only for composite development. 
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Only outgassing testing of epoxy resin (PRIME LV 20, Gurit) reinforced with 

commercial MWCNT powder at 0.5, 2 and 2.5 wt% have been according to ASTM 

standard (Micheli et al. 2012). Test results reveal that TML value of 1.23% was observed 

which is slightly higher than the required value of <1.0%. However CVCM, WVR and 

Recovered Mass Loos (RML=TML-WVR) values were found to be satisfactory.  

The TML value of 3M 2216 B/A gray epoxy has been given to be 0.77% (3M 2009) 

which is desirable but 2216 B/A gray epoxy is not used for nanocomposite development. 

It is because of the high viscosity, the epoxy tears the layers of the buckypaper during 

fabrication of the nanocomposite. This is shown in Figure 6.2  

 

Figure 6.2 Tearing of layers of buckypaper due to application of 3M 2216 B/A gray 

epoxy 

The TML value of 3M 2216 B/A translucent epoxy is not available in the literature. 

It is expected that the TML value of translucent epoxy could be somewhat closer to the 3M 

2216 B/A gray epoxy because of its similar nature, however it cannot be said with surety. 

Moreover since the TML of the composite will differ from the TML of matrix alone, 

therefore it is essential to investigate the TML of the nanocomposites.  
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6.2. Approach 

The MMOD detection layer is to be placed between the layers of the walls of the 

inflatable structure. The hot temperatures will be experienced during the launch phase, 

closer to earth whereas during deep space mission, inflatable structure will be exposed to 

cold phase during most of its mission. Since the layer is covered form thermal isolative 

layers from outside, therefore the temperature range experienced by the MMOD detection 

layer is given to be between -45°C and +10°C (+/- 50°F). Since the maximum outgassing 

occurs at the highest temperature, therefore the maximum material testing temperature is 

40°C.  

Apparatus has been designed to perform outgassing testing according to ASTM 

standard. It consists of 9 specimen compartments, out of which 3 compartments can act as 

control to quantify any cross contamination and 2 types of samples, each in 3 quantity can 

be tested simultaneously. The heating is done using heater rods attached to the heating 

plate, while Peltier devices are used to keep the cooling plate at 25°C. Most of the critical 

dimensions of the apparatus mentioned in the ASTM standard have been met, except very 

few that required very fine thickness or tolerances, i.e. in order of micrometers due to 

limitation of available resources. However the modifications are made in a way to maintain 

the design integrity as best as possible and it is expected that these modifications would 

not have any significant effect on the TML values. CAD model of the apparatus in CATIA 

is shown in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3 CAD Model of the apparatus designed for outgassing testing 

6.3. Test procedure 

An in-house developed vacuum chamber (shown in Figure 6.4) has been used for 

the outgassing testing, Due to the unviability of the designed apparatus and limitation of 

the vacuum chamber, the test specimen are exposed to pressure of 5 × 10−3 torr for 24 

hours at room temperature to calculate the TML values.  

In order to get a clear picture of behavior of different constituent materials in the 

nanocomposite, three different types of samples are prepared. These are 

1) CNT buckypaper cured with 3M 2216 translucent epoxy 

2) CNT buckypaper and coarse graphene platelets (GNP) composite cured with 3M 

2216 translucent epoxy (CNT+GP/2216 Trans) 

Chamber cover 

Heating plate 
Heating rod 

Cooling plate 

Peltier device 
Collector plate 

Separator plate 
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3) CNT+GP/2216 Translucent epoxy nanocomposite coated with Kapton tape on both 

sides.  

 

Figure 6.4 Vacuum chamber for outgasssing testing 

Composite samples were prepared with the standard method of preparation. 

Specimen were handled with clean nylon gloves and stored in plastic bags to avoid any 

contamination. The specimen were weighed between 200 mg to 300 mg and cut into 

appropriate sizes. Before the test, specimen were conditioned at 23 °C for 24 hours in the 

environment chamber. Specimen were weighed with a scale of 0.1 mg accuracy, just before 

placing them in the aluminum housings and the vacuum chamber. Due to unavailability of 

the designed apparatus, aluminum housings covered with lids, also called as boats, were 

used to act as specimen containers for the test. The boats were cleaned thoroughly using 

99.952% isopropyl alcohol before the test. Figure 6.5 shows all three types of specimen 

placed in the housings.  
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Figure 6.5 (a) CNT/2216 Trans epoxy (b) CNT+GP/2216 Trans epoxy, (c) 

CNT+GP/Trans epoxy nanocomposite covered with Kapton on both sides, placed in 

aluminum housings 

The housings and lids were numbered and weighed right before and after the test 

to notice and difference in their masses. Figure 6.6 (a) and figure 6.6 (b) shows housing 

and specimen being weighed and figure 6.6 (c) shows housing after specimen being placed 

and covered with lid. 

Each test specimen was weighed and kept in clean and pre-weighed aluminum 

boats. These were then covered with lids and kept in the vacuum chamber. Pressure was 

slowly reduced to approximately 5 × 10−3 torr and maintained for 24 hours at room 

temperature. After the test, the pressure was slowly brought down to atmospheric pressure 

and the test specimen, aluminum housings and lids were weighed separately to check for 

any differences. Weights of specimen before and after the test are taken separately. Four 

quantity of each type of sample were tested and their averaged TML values found are given 

in Table 6.2. The averaged TML values of these three types of nanocomposites are shown 

in Figure 6.7.  

a) b) c) 
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Figure 6.6 (a) Weighing of boat (b) weighing of test specimen (c) housing covered with 

lid. 

Table 6.2 TML values of four samples of each type of specimen 

Material TML 

CNT/2216 Trans epoxy 0.40 

 0.11 

 0.04 

 0.45 

CNT+GP/2216 Trans epoxy 0.60 

 0.20 

 0.00 

 0.65 

CNT+GP/2216 Trans epoxy/Kapton 0.30 

 0.67 

0.18 

0.36 
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Figure 6.7 Averaged TML values of different nanocomposities 

Mass loss has been observed in all types of test specimen after outgassing testing. 

TML values of all composite materials tested are found to be less than 1% in this test. It is 

observed that with increase in constituent materials in the nanocomposite, the TML values 

is increased. Limitations in the test setup such as isolation of specimen from each other 

during the test, accuracy and reliability of weighing scale etc. are the factors that can arise 

abnormality in the values and should be improved. Higher TML values are expected at 

tests conducted at lower vacuum levels and higher temperatures.   
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7. Conclusion 

In this study CNT+GNP/epoxy based hybrid nanocomposites have been developed, 

characterized and used for sensing of strains, vibrations and damage. Different types of 

epoxy matrices have been tested and compared to improve the strain sensing range and the 

piezoresistive response of the nanocomposites. The results shows that CNT+GNP/2216 

Translucent epoxy composites yeild much flexible sensors, which can undergo up to 11% 

strains, and show 5 times higher piezoresistive response than the previous CNT+GNP/WS 

epoxy based nanocomposites.  

Vibration testing have been done in order to investigate the response for cyclic 

loading. It has been shown that the piezoresistive sensor is able to change in resistance as 

the applied strains vary during each vibration cycles. Effect of change in amplitude and 

frequency of the response have been investigated and positive results have been achieved 

for frequency range up to 50 Hz, showing their potential of as vibration sensors. Digital 

image correlation technique has been used to investigate the strain variation within the 

specimen both in static and dynamic loading.  

Dynamic mechanical analysis has been performed to characterize the viscoelastic 

behavior of the nanocomposite due to epoxy matrix. Variation of elastic modulus and glass 

transition temperatures at different frequencies and temperatures have been obtained and 

both temperature and frequency dependence is observed. Glass transition temperature is 

found to be around 51oC at 1 Hz and elastic behavior till 70oC at room temperature.  

The specimen have been tested for detection of damage caused by micrometeoroid 

and orbital debris by addition of holes. The sensors have a linear and stable response to the 
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damage and can be used as thin flexible film inside the layers of walls of inflatable 

structure, when coated with Kapton on both sides. A computer program has been developed 

to detect the occurrence of damage, size of damage, its location and depth of penetration 

for active structural health monitoring of the structure. Apparatus has been designed to 

conduct outgassing testing according to ASTM standard to validate the suitability of these 

nanocomposite sensors in vacuum environment. The total mass loss of the material is found 

to be less than 1% under given test conditions which is within the range of recommended 

space materials.  Hence these developed nanocomposites have significant potential to be 

used as strain sensors, vibration sensors and damage detection sensors for MMOD impacts. 
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8. Recommendations 

1. In development of nanocomposites, GNP are obtained by manually cutting of 

graphene sheet using knife blade. This process is time consuming and does not give 

uniform size platelets which greatly affects the piezoresistive response. An 

automated process for cutting e.g. laser cutting should be used to obtain uniform 

shape and size particles.  

2. Application of GNP + epoxy mixture on the bucky paper is also manual and there 

is no control to measure the amount of mixture in each specimen. Difference in 

amount of GNP + epoxy mixture on buckypaper greatly affects the resistance and 

piezoresistive behavior. Some sort of device such as epoxy applicator, spray gun, 

etc. should be used to control the amount of mixture on the buckypaper. 

3. Outgassing testing shall be performed using ASTM recommended procedure and 

apparatus to yield more reliable results.  
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